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ABSTRACT
We attempt to determine whether the MACHO microlensing source stars are drawn from the average population
of the LMC or from a population behind the LMC by examining the HST color-magnitude diagram (CMD) of
microlensing source stars. We present WFPC2 HST photometry of eight MACHO microlensing source stars and
the surrounding fields in the LMC. The microlensing source stars are identified by deriving accurate centroids
in the ground-based MACHO images using difference image analysis (DIA) and then transforming the DIA co-
ordinates to the HST frame. We consider in detail a model for the background population of source stars based
on that presented by Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta. In this model, the source stars have an additional reddening
< E(B −V) >= 0.13 mag and a slightly larger distance modulus <∆µ >∼ 0.3 mag than the average LMC popu-
lation. We also investigate a series of source star models, varying the relative fraction of source stars drawn from
the average and background populations and the displacement of the background population from the LMC. Due
to the small number of analyzed events the distribution of probabilities of different models is rather flat. A shallow
maximum occurs at a fraction sLMC ∼ 0.8 of the source stars in the LMC. This is consistent with the interpretation
that a significant fraction of observed microlensing events are due to lenses in the Milky Way halo, but does not
definitively exclude other models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The crucial observable in microlensing, the event duration,
admits degeneracy in the three fundamental microlensing pa-
rameters: the mass, distance and velocity of the lens. This
makes it difficult to distinguish between the two principal ge-
ometric arrangements which may explain Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) microlensing: a) MW-lensing, in which the
lensed object is part of the Milky Way (MW) and b) self-
lensing, in which the lensed object is part of the LMC. In self-
lensing, the lens may belong to the disk+bar, halo or “shroud”
of the LMC, while the source star may come from any of
these components or some sort of background population to the
LMC.
Most efforts to distinguish between MW-lensing and self-
lensing event distributions focus on modeling the LMC self-
lensing contribution to the optical depth and comparing this to
the observed optical depth. Early works by Sahu (1994) and Wu
(1994) considered the traditional LMC self-lensing geometry in
which both the source and lens are in the disk+bar of the LMC.
Both works suggested that disk+bar self-lensing could account
for a substantial fraction of the observed optical depth. This
claim has since been disputed by several other groups (Gould
1995; Alcock et al. 1997, 2000a) who show that when consid-
ering only disk stars the rate of LMC self-lensing is far too low
to account for the observed rate. Gyuk, Dalal, & Griest (2000)
show that allowing for contributions to the lens and source pop-
ulations from the LMC bar does not substantially increase the
LMC self-lensing optical depth. Alves & Nelson (2000) find
a low LMC self-lensing optical depth for a flared LMC disk.
Gyuk, Dalal, & Griest (2000) also show that much of the dis-
agreement in models of the disk+bar self-lensing optical depth
results from disagreement about the fundamental parameters of
the LMC, such as the total disk mass and inclination angle.
Within their region of allowed parameters Gyuk, Dalal, & Gri-
est (2000) also make a strong case that disk+bar self-lensing
makes a small contribution to the observed optical depth, at
most ∼20%.
However, self-lensing becomes a much more plausible hy-
pothesis if one allows for lenses in an LMC stellar halo pop-
ulation. The principal problem surrounding an LMC stellar
halo contribution is that no tracers of old populations in the
LMC have ever revealed a population with high enough ve-
locity dispersions to suggest a virialized spheroidal component
(Olszewski, Suntzeff & Mateo 1996).
Recently however, a new possibility has arisen from the re-
sults of Weinberg (2000) who claims that LMC microlensing
may be caused by a non-virialized stellar halo or “shroud”. This
term was introduced by Evans & Kerins (2000) and is meant to
imply an LMC population which is like a halo in that it is spa-
cially not part of the LMC disk, but unlike a halo in that it is
non-virialized and thus may have a relatively low velocity dis-
persion. Such a population is suggested by the simulations of
Weinberg (2000) who finds that the LMC’s dynamical interac-
tion with the MW may torque the LMC disk in such a way that
the LMC disk is thickened and a spheroid component is popu-
lated without isotropizing the stellar orbits and thereby leaving
disklike kinematics intact. Statistically marginal evidence for
such a kinematically distinct population is found observation-
ally in a study of carbon star velocities by Graff et al. (2000).
However, observational work on RR Lyrae by Kinman et
al. (1991), which does not rely on the specific kinematics of
the spheroidi, limits the total mass of any type of halo (virial-
ized or non-virialized) to perhaps 5% of the mass of the LMC,
too small to contribute more than ∼5% of the observed opti-
cal depth. A more recent revisiting of this argument by Alves
(2000) finds room to increase this optical depth contribution to
at most 20%, still only a small fraction of the total.
In order for an LMC shroud to account for the total opti-
cal depth it must have a mass comparable to that of the LMC
disk+bar (Gyuk, Dalal, & Griest 2000). Even if we accept the
existence of such a massive shroud, the microlensing implica-
tions are somewhat in dispute. Weinberg (2000) finds an LMC
self-lensing optical depth comparable to the observed optical
depth. However, this estimate is reduced by a factor of three by
Gyuk, Dalal, & Griest (2000) who repeat the Weinberg (2000)
microlensing analysis using lower values for the disk total mass
and inclination angle and a proper weighting over all observed
MACHO fields.
Yet another self-lensing geometry was introduced by Zhao
(1999) who suggests that the observed events are due to “back-
ground” self-lensing in which the source stars are located in
some background population, displaced at some distance be-
hind the LMC. A veritable plethora of lenses for this popula-
tion is then supplied by the disk+bar of the LMC. A background
population has the advantage of being nearly impossible to con-
firm or reject observationally, as there are nearly no limits on its
size or content (provided of course, it is small enough to “hide”
behind the LMC).
A final possibility is “foreground” self-lensing. This is not
self-lensing in the classical sense as in this case the lenses are
not drawn from the LMC itself, but rather from some kinemat-
ically distinct foreground population, such as an intervening
dwarf galaxy. Zaritsky & Lin (1997) claim a detection of a pop-
ulation of stars from such an entity. However, Beaulieu & Sack-
ett (1998) claim that this “population” is a morphological fea-
ture of the LMC red clump, while others show that such a popu-
lation consistent with other observational constraints could not
produce a substantial microlensing signal (Gould 1998; Bennett
1998).
In this work we attempt to determine whether the MACHO
source stars belong to the average population of the LMC or
to a background population displaced at some distance behind
the LMC disk. The determination of source star location is
based on the suggestion of Zhao (1999), Zhao (2000), and
Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta (2000) who point out that source
stars from a background population should be preferentially
fainter and redder than the average population of the LMC
due to the extinction of the LMC disk and their displacement
along the line of sight. Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta (2000)
present a model for this background population with an addi-
tional mean reddening relative to the average population of the
LMC < E(B − V ) >= 0.13 mag and a displacement from the
LMC of ∼ 7.5 kpc resulting in an increase of distance modulus
of <∆µ >∼ 0.3 mag.
The location of the source stars has implications for the loca-
tion of the lenses and thus for the nature of LMC microlensing.
If all the source stars are in the background population, then the
great majority of the lenses are found in the LMC disk+bar and
LMC microlensing is dominated by background self-lensing.
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Conversely, if all the source stars are in the LMC, then mi-
crolensing may be due to MW-lensing, disk+bar self-lensing or
foreground self-lensing. However, since the contribution from
disk+bar self-lensing has been shown to be small and the evi-
dence for a foreground intervening population is unconvincing,
a result which places all source stars in the LMC would sug-
gest that LMC microlensing is dominated by MW-lensing. If,
however, we find a more equal division of source stars between
the LMC and the background population then this implies ei-
ther some mixture of MW-lensing and disk+bar self-lensing,
or a more symmetric self-lensing geometry such as the LMC
shroud discussed above.
We first investigate two models: the first putting all source
stars in the LMC (Model 1), and the second putting all source
stars in a background population (Model 2). We compare a
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) CMD of MACHO microlens-
ing source stars to efficiency weighted CMDs of the average
population of the LMC and the Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta
(2000) background population. In §2 we construct a CMD of
the average LMC population by combining the CMDs of eight
HST Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) fields centered
on past MACHO microlensing events in the outer LMC bar.
In §3 we describe the identification of the microlensing source
stars in these fields by difference image analysis (DIA). In §4
we construct the background population CMD by shifting the
HST CMD by the appropriate amount of extinction and dis-
tance modulus. We then describe the convolution of the aver-
age and background HST CMDs with the MACHO efficiency
for detecting a microlensing event in a source star of given mag-
nitude. In §5 we determine the likelihoods that the microlens-
ing source stars were drawn from the average population of the
LMC (Model 1) and from a population of background source
stars (Model 2) by using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests to
compare our observed and model distributions. Finally, in §6
we generalize our analysis and consider intermediate models
with varying distance moduli and fractions of source stars in
the background and LMC. We conclude and discuss the impli-
cations for the location of the lenses in §7.
2. HST OBSERVATIONS
Observations were made with the WFPC2 on HST between
May 1997 and October 1999 through the F555W (V ) and
F814W (I) filters. The Planetary Camera (PC) was centered
on the location of past MACHO microlensing events. The mi-
crolensing events, positions, and exposure times are listed in
Table 1.
Multiple exposures of a field were combined using a sigma-
clipping algorithm to remove deviant pixels, usually cosmic
rays. The PC has a pixel size of 0.046′′ which easily resolves
the great majority of stars in our frames. Most stars are also
resolved in the Wide Field (WF) fields which have a pixel size
of 0.1′′. Instrumental magnitudes were calculated from aper-
ture photometry using DAOPHOT II (Stetson 1987, 1991) with
a radius of 0.25′′ and centroids derived from point-spread func-
tion (PSF) fitting photometry. Aperture corrections to 0.5′′
were performed individually for each frame. We correct for the
WFPC2 charge transfer effect using the equations from Instru-
ment Science Report WFPC2 97-08. We also make the mini-
mal corrections for contaminants which adhere to the cold CCD
window according to the WFPC2 Instrument Handbook. We
transform our instrumental magnitudes to Landolt V and I us-
ing the calibrations from Holtzman et al. (1995).
We create a composite LMC CMD by combining the PC and
WF photometry for all of our fields except the field of LMC-1.
In the case of LMC-1 the V and I observations were taken at
different roll angles and there is little area of overlap except in
the PC frame. We therefore include the PC field from LMC-1
but not the WF fields. The composite HST CMD is shown in
Figure 1.
3. SOURCE STAR IDENTIFICATION THROUGH DIFFERENCE
IMAGE ANALYSIS
A ground-based MACHO image has a pixel size of 0.6′′ and
a seeing of at least 1.5′′. Thus, in a typically crowded re-
gion of the outer LMC bar, a MACHO seeing disk will con-
tain ∼11 stars of V . 24. This means that faint “stars” in
ground-based MACHO photometry are usually not single stars
at all, but rather blended composite objects made up of sev-
eral fainter stars. Henceforth, we distinguish between these
two words carefully, using object to denote a collection of stars
blended into one seeing disk, and star to denote a single star,
resolved in an HST image or through DIA. The characteris-
tics of the MACHO object that was lensed tell us little about
the actual lensed star. However, with the microlensing object
centroid from the MACHO images we can hope to identify the
microlensing source star in the corresponding HST frame.
A direct coordinate transformation from the MACHO frame
to the HST frame often places the baseline MACHO object cen-
troid in the middle of a cluster of faint HST stars with no single
star clearly identified. To resolve this ambiguity we have used
DIA. This technique is described in detail in Tomaney & Crotts
(1996), but we review the main points here. DIA is an image
subtraction technique designed to provide accurate photometry
and centroids of variable stars in crowded fields. The basic idea
is to subtract from each program image a high signal-to-noise
reference image, leaving a differenced image containing only
the variable components. Applied to microlensing, we subtract
baseline images from images taken at the peak of the microlens-
ing light curve, leaving a differenced image containing only the
flux from the microlensing source star and not the rest of the ob-
ject. We also find a centroid shift between the baseline image
and the differenced image towards the single star that was mi-
crolensed. If the centroid from the differenced image is trans-
formed to the HST frame we find that it usually clearly identi-
fies the HST microlensed source star. This process is illustrated
in Figures 2 and 3.
This technique allows us to unambiguously identify 7 of 8
microlensed source stars. In the case of LMC-9 the DIA cen-
troid lands perfectly between two stars; fortunately these two
stars are virtually identical sub-giants and the choice between
the two has no effect on our results. In Table 2 we present the V
magnitudes and (V − I) colors of our source stars from the HST
data. The errors presented here are the formal photon counting
errors returned by DAOPHOT II. We estimate that all WFPC2
magnitudes have an additional 0.02 − 0.03 mag uncertainty due
to aperture corrections. In the case of LMC-9 we tabulate both
possibilities and use LMC-9a in the remainder of this work.
Our identification of LMC-5 revealed it to be the rather rare
case of a somewhat blended HST star. Although there are two
stars evident, at an aperture of 0.25′′ the flux of one star was
contaminated by that of its neighbor. Therefore, in this case,
we perform PSF fitting photometry using PSFs kindly provided
by Peter Stetson. The errors presented in Table 2 for LMC-5
are those returned by the profile fitting routine ALLSTAR. The
4DIA centroid falls 2 pixels closer to the centroid of star one than
star two, clearly preferring star one as the source star. Further-
more, as predicted by Alcock et al. (1997) and Gould, Bahcall,
& Flynn (1997), star two is a rather red object which is very
faint in the V band. Fits to the MACHO lightcurve presented
in Alcock et al. (2000a) suggest lensed flux fractions in the V
and R bands of 1.00 and 0.46 respectively, confirming the DIA
choice of the much bluer star as the lensed source star.
Since this work specifically addresses the background lens-
ing geometry, we also discuss here the (remote) possibility that
our HST images of the source stars are actually completely
blended objects consisting of a faint background source star
and a brighter LMC lens. Such a configuration would seriously
skew our CMD distribution of source stars as we would instead
be presenting photometry of the lenses. We begin by noting that
the MACHO efficiency for detection of a microlensing event in
a star has fallen to zero at V ∼ 22.5 (see Figure 4 and expla-
nation below). This means that a “faint” background source
star must have VS < 22.5 in order to produce a detectable event.
The the lens in this scenario is assumed to have VL < VS. We
estimate that we would not recognize a blended object of two
stars with V < 22.5 as such if the centroids coincided to within
1.5 pixels. In our most crowded PC field we find ∼1000 stars
with V < 22.5 spread over an area of 720 X 720 pixels. In
simulations, we draw 1000 stars with V < 22.5 weighted ac-
cording to our luminosity function and spread randomly over
720X720 pixels. For each star we then check to see if it is
found within 1.5 pixel of a brighter star. We find that on aver-
age, there will be 5 stars of V < 22.5 which are blended with a
brighter star. Therefore, for our most crowded field, the chance
that our source star is an unrecognized blend of a faint source
star and a brighter lens is about 5 in a thousand. In a more
typically crowded field, this falls to around 1 chance in 1000.
Therefore, it is extremely unlikely that any of our 8 HST source
stars are blended objects composed of a faint source star and a
bright lens.
4. CREATION OF THE MODEL SOURCE STAR POPULATIONS
If the microlensing events are due to MW lenses, then one
would expect the distribution of observed microlensing source
stars to be randomly drawn from the average population of the
LMC corrected only for the MACHO detection efficiency for
stars of a given magnitude (Model 1). We assume that the pop-
ulation of the LMC is well represented by our composite HST
CMD to V . 24. If the microlensing events are background
self-lensing events we expect the source stars to be drawn from
a background population which suffers from the internal ex-
tinction of the LMC (Model 2). To represent such a back-
ground population we shift the composite HST CMD accord-
ing to the amounts suggested by Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta
(2000), < E(B − V ) >= 0.13 and ∆µ = 0.3. Since, Holtzman
et al. (1995) calibrate instrumental WFPC2 magnitudes to the
Landolt system, we use the appropriate Landolt system extinc-
tion coefficients of Table 6 in Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis
(1998) to translate these estimates to our filters. The total shifts,
taking into account both reddening and distance modulus, are
∆V = AV +∆µ = 0.73, ∆(V − I) = E(V − I) = 0.18 (Model 2)
Thus far we have constructed two CMDs representing the
distribution of all possible source stars down to V ∼ 24. How-
ever, not all possible microlensing events are detected in the
MACHO images. To create a CMD representing a population
of source stars which produce detectable microlensing events
we must convolve the HST CMD with the MACHO detection
efficiency. The MACHO efficiency pipeline is extensively de-
scribed in Alcock et al. (2000a) and Alcock et al. (2000b) and
the detection efficiency as a function of stellar magnitude, Vstar,
and Einstein ring crossing time has been calculated. We av-
erage this function over the event durations of the candidate
microlensing events derived using detection criterion A from
Alcock et al. (2000a) and present the MACHO detection ef-
ficiency as a function of Vstar in Figure 4. We convolve this
function with our HST CMDs to produce the final Model 1 and
2 distributions of source stars. In Figure 5, we show our model
source star populations with the observed microlensing source
stars of Table 2 overplotted as large red stars.
This procedure admits several assumptions. First, we assume
that our eight HST fields collectively well represent the stellar
population of the LMC disk. This assumption has two parts,
the first being that an observation at a random line of sight in
the LMC bar is dominated by stars in the LMC disk and the
second that the stellar population across the LMC is fairly con-
stant. The first part holds so long as the surface density of the
background population is much smaller than that of the LMC
itself. If this were not the case, this population would have been
directly detected. The second part has been confirmed by many
LMC population studies including Alcock et al. (2000b), Olsen
(1999), and Geha et al. (1998), as well as our own compari-
son of individual CMDs and luminosity functions. Second, we
assume that the underlying stellar content of the background
population is identical to that of the LMC.
5. THE LOCATION OF THE SOURCE STARS
We now attempt to determine whether the CMD of mi-
crolensed source stars is consistent with the average popula-
tion of the LMC (Model 1) or whether it is more consistent
with a background population (Model 2) by performing a two-
dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test.
In the familiar one dimensional case, a KS test of two sam-
ples with number of points N1 and N2 returns a distance statistic
D, defined to be the maximum distance between the cumulative
probability functions at any ordinate. Associated with D is a
corresponding probability P(D) that if two random samples of
size N1 and N2 are drawn from the same distribution a worse
value of D will result. This is equivalent to saying that we can
exclude the hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the
same distribution at a confidence level of 1.0−P(D). If N2≫N1
then this is also equivalent to excluding at a 1.0 − P(D) confi-
dence level the hypothesis that sample 1 is drawn from sample
2.
The concept of a cumulative distribution is not defined in
more than one dimension. However, it has been shown that a
good substitute in two dimensions is the integrated probabil-
ity in each of four right-angled quadrants surrounding a given
point (Fasano & Franceschini 1987; Peacock 1983). Leaving
aside the exact algolrithmic definition (Press et al. 1992) a two-
dimensional KS test yields a distance statistic D and a corre-
sponding P(D) with the same interpretation as in the one di-
mensional case.
We use the two-dimensional KS test to test hypothesis that
the CMD of observed MACHO microlensing events is drawn
from the same population as each of the model source star dis-
tributions. We find distance statistics D1 = 0.394± 0.005 and
D2 = 0.473± 0.009, for Models 1 and 2 respectively. Each of
these distance statistics has a corresponding probability, P(D),
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that if we draw an 8 star samples from the model population
a larger value than D will result. As explained above, this is
equivalent to excluding this model population as the actual par-
ent of our observed microlensing source stars at a confidence
level of 1.0 − P(D). These probabilities are P1 = 0.319± 0.027
and P2 = 0.103± 0.023. The error quoted for each of these
quantities is the scatter about the mean value in 50 simulations
for each model. Because the creation of the efficiency con-
volved CMD is a weighted random draw from the HST CMD,
the model population created in each simulation differs slightly.
This in turn leads to small differences in the KS statistics.
These results tell us that these 8 MACHO events are insuffi-
cient to reliably distinguish the MW and self lensing hypothe-
sis. The best we can do is to exclude Model 2 at the statistically
marginal 90% confidence level.
6. INTERMEDIATE MODELS
Thus far we have considered the possibilities that the ob-
served MACHO source stars are either all LMC stars or all
background stars at a mean distance of ∼ 7.5 kpc behind the
LMC. However, as discussed in Zhao (1999), Zhao (2000) and
Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta (2000) there is substantial middle
ground. In a complete analysis, we may treat both the frac-
tion of source stars drawn from the background population and
the distance to the background population as adjustable param-
eters. While the size, location and content of the LMC has been
well constrained by observations, the existence, size and lo-
cation of a background population is constrained only by the
fact that it must be small enough to have evaded direct detec-
tion. The distance to the background population from Zhao,
Graff & Guhathakurta (2000) is very loosely derived by the re-
quirement that the background population be at least transiently
gravitationally bound to the LMC. However, the reddening of a
background population is a much more physically constrained
number since a population behind the LMC should certainly
suffer from the mean internal extinction of the LMC, a number
which has been well determined in a number of studies includ-
ing Oestricher & Schmidt-Kaler (1996) and Harris, Zaritsky &
Thompson (1997). Therefore, all our background population
models have the same reddening < E(B − V ) >= 0.13, as in-
ferred from the mean extinction of the LMC from Harris, Zarit-
sky & Thompson (1997) corrected for Galactic foreground ex-
tinction.
We define sLMC to be the fraction of the source stars drawn
from the LMC disk+bar population, leaving a fraction 1.0 −
sLMC source stars drawn from the background population, and
∆µ to be the excess distance modulus of the background popu-
lation. We consider values ∆µ = 0.0,0.30,0.45 and for each
value of the distance modulus we consider the full range of
sLMC from 0.0 to 1.0. For example, a model with ∆µ = 0.45 and
sLMC = 0.5 contains a mixture of source stars in which half the
source stars are drawn from the population of the LMC disk,
and half the source stars are drawn from a background popu-
lation displaced from the LMC by ∼ 11kpc and reddened by
< E(B −V) >= 0.13. All models with sLMC = 0.0 contain only
source stars drawn from a specified background population, and
all models with sLMC = 1.0 are identical, containing only stars
drawn from the LMC disk.
We present the results in Figure 6, showing the KS test prob-
abilities as a function of sLMC for each of our values of ∆µ.
Again, the error bars reflect the scatter about the mean for fifty
simultations of each model. We note that since all models
with sLMC = 1.0 contain only source stars drawn from the LMC
disk, all curves for different ∆µ must converge at sLMC = 1.0.
Furthermore, we learn from Figure 6 that the value of ∆µ
makes little difference even at sLMC = 0.0. So long as the back-
ground population is behind the LMC and therefore reddened
by < E(B−V )>= 0.13 its exact displacement is of little import.
In all cases a smaller value of ∆µ flattens the curves somewhat.
This is expected as a smaller value of ∆µ implies overall less
difference between the two extreme models at sLMC = 0.0 and
sLMC = 1.0. The two dimensional KS test of the CMD displays
a shallow maximum at sLMC ∼ 0.8.
7. DISCUSSION
We have compared two models for LMC microlensing:
source stars drawn from the average population of the LMC
and source stars drawn from a population behind the LMC. By
comparing the CMD of observed microlensing source stars to a
CMD representing all detectable microlensing events for each
of these models we find by two-dimensional KS tests that the
data suggest that it is more likely that all the source stars are in
the LMC than that all the source stars are in the background.
However, we can only exlude the possibility that all the source
stars are in the background at a statistically marginal 90% con-
fidence level.
We also consider a number of intermediate models in which
we vary the distance modulus of the background population
as well as the fraction of stars drawn from average and back-
ground populations. In these models we find that for all dis-
placements the most highest probability occurs for a fraction
sLMC ∼ 0.8 LMC source stars and sBKG = 1.0 − sLMC = 0.2 back-
ground source stars. We also find that the value of the distance
modulus has very little effect on our results at all values of sLMC.
Our results are completely consistent with the interpreta-
tion that MACHO microlensing events are dominated by MW-
lensing. In the MW-lensing geometry, the source stars re-
side in the LMC and the lenses are in the halo or disk of the
MW. The MW-lensing interpretation for microlensing requires
that sLMC ∼ 1.0, consistent with our result. We note that both
disk+bar self-lensing and foreground self-lensing also place all
their source stars in the LMC. However, these contributions to
the number of events have been shown to be small and we ne-
glect their contribution here. We also note that the contribution
from the known stellar populations of the MW is expected to
be small (∼1 events of the 13-event cut A sample of Alcock et
al. (2000a) but not entirely negligible. A lens population in the
MW is likely to be dominated by MACHOs in the MW halo
and not faint stars in the MW disk or spheroid.
Zhao (1999), Zhao (2000) and Zhao, Graff & Guhathakurta
(2000) propose a model for LMC microlensing in which all the
source stars are drawn from some background population to the
LMC. Such a model suggests that LMC microlensing is domi-
nated by background self-lensing and that sLMC ∼ 0.0. We find
this arrangement to be the model excluded at the highest confi-
dence; however, we cannot rule it out with any great statistical
weight.
Recently, Weinberg (2000) and Evans & Kerins (2000) have
suggested a model of LMC microlensing in which all mi-
crolensing events are due to a non-virialized shroud of stars
which surrounds the LMC. In shroud self-lensing there are
four event geometries: a) background shroud source and disk
lens, b) disk source and foreground shroud lens, c) disk source
and disk lens and d) background shroud source and foreground
6shroud lens. We might naively expect the former two types
dominate the number of expected events and so if we were to
ignore the contribution from the latter two types we would con-
clude that shroud lensing would imply sLMC ∼ 0.5. However, in
order to produce the entire observed optical depth, the shroud
must be so massive that it is no longer self-consistent to ignore
the latter terms. Calculations performed in the formalism of
Gyuk, Dalal, & Griest (2000) suggest instead that events with
a background shroud source and a foreground shroud lens be-
come an important contributor and reduce the expected fraction
of source stars in the LMC to sLMC ∼ 0.3 − 0.4. Our results are
not inconsistent with such a model, however we note that there
is a profound lack of observational evidence for such a stellar
shroud.
Furthermore, if we assume that a substantial LMC stellar
halo or shroud is not a realistic possibility, then we may di-
rectly relate the fraction of source stars in the LMC, sLMC, to
the fraction of microlensing events which are MW-lensing, fMW
in the following way. All events in which the source stars are
located in the background are, by definition, background lens-
ing events. Therefore, sBKG = fBKG, where fBKG indicates the
fraction of observed events which are background lensing. The
total fraction of lensing events due to halo-lensing fMW, LMC
self-lensing, fLMC, and background self-lensing, fBKG, must be
equal to unity.
fMW + fLMC + fBKG = 1.0 (1)
This may be rearranged to read
fMW = 1.0 − fBKG − fLMC = sLMC − fLMC (2)
Equation (2) is strictly true even if we allow for LMC shroud
lensing. However, if we ignore the possibility of LMC self-
lensing by a non-virialized stellar shroud, then all models
with reasonable parameters for the LMC find that fLMC . 0.2.
Therefore, if sLMC ∼ 1, we may make the approximation
fMW ∼ sLMC (3)
Therefore we estimate, with low statistical significance due to
the small sample size of our sample, that a fraction fMW ∼ 0.8
of observed microlensing events are halo-lensing. We empha-
size once again that this conclusion ignores the possibility of a
non-virialized LMC shroud.
At present, the strength of this analysis is severely limited
by the number of microlensing events for which we have cor-
responding HST data. A fortuitous distribution in the CMD of
all 13 criterion A events presented in Alcock et al. (2000a) may
allow us to definitively exclude a model in which all the source
stars are drawn from the background population. It is difficult
to estimate how many events are needed to definitely determine
sLMC as the number depends on the true value of sLMC as well
the degree of accuracy one wishes to achieve. However, when
we perform Monte Carlo simulations where we draw a sam-
ple of N events from the distribution with sLMC = 0.0 and com-
pare it with the 2-D KS test to the distribution with sLMC = 1.0
we find that for N ∼ 20 − 25, P < 0.01 for at least 99% of our
simulations. This implies that if the true value of sLMC is near
either extreme (sLMC ∼ 0 or sLMC ∼ 1) then a CMD of 20-25
events virtually guarantees that we will be able to exclude a
model at the other extreme at the 99% confidence level. Even
more events are necessary to exclude intermediate models with
various fractions of LMC and background stars. Ongoing mi-
crolensing search projects (EROS, OGLE II) may supply a suf-
ficient sample of events in the next few years. The technique
outlined in this paper should prove a powerful method for lo-
cating the lenses with these future datasets.
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FIG. 1.— The composite HST CMD created by combining the photometry from 8 WFPC2 fields centered on observed MACHO microlensing events.
[f1.ps]
FIG. 2.— The left panel shows a 0.6’ X 0.6’ section of the baseline image of MACHO event LMC-4. The middle panel shows the same region taken at the peak
of the microlensing event. The right panel shows the differenced image. The flux at the left hand side of the differenced image is due to an asymptotic giant branch
variable star at that location. [f2.ps]
8HST Centroid
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MACHO Centroid
FIG. 3.— A 3” X 3 ” HST image of LMC-4. The circle contains the several HST stars which are all contained within the MACHO seeing disk of the lensed object.
The arrows indicate the MACHO baseline centroid, the DIA centroid and the HST centroid.
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FIG. 4.— The MACHO detection efficiency as a function of stellar V-magnitude. That is, if a microlensing event occurs in a star of given magnitude Vstar, this is
the given efficiency for detecting that event.
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FIG. 5.— The model source star populations. Model 1 represents a source star population in the disk of the LMC, Model 2 represents a source star population
behind the LMC. The MACHO microlensing events of Table 2 are overplotted in red. We perform 2-D KS tests to determine the probability that the microlensing
events are drawn from each model source star populations. We find probabilities P1 = 0.319 ± 0.027 and P2 = 0.103 ± 0.023 that the microlensing events are
consistent with the source star populations of Models 1 and 2, respectively.
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FIG. 6.— The KS test probabilities, P, for various values of the fraction of source stars in the LMC, sLMC, and the displacement of the background population,
∆µ. We show the results for ∆µ = 0.45,0.30,0.0 in blue circles, red triangles and green squares, respectively. The error bars indicate the scatter around the mean
value of 50 simulations done for each model. [f6.ps]
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
Event RA DEC V Exposure Times I Exposure Times Obs Date
LMC-1 05:14:44.50 -68:48:00.00 4X400s 40X500s 1997-12-16
LMC-4 05:17:14.60 -70:46:59.00 4X400s 2X500s 1998-08-19
LMC-5 05:16:41.10 -70:29:18.00 4X400s 2X500s 1999-05-13
LMC-6 05:26:14.00 -70:21:15.00 4X400s 2X500s 1999-08-26
LMC-7 05:04:03.40 -69:33:19.00 4X400s 2X500s 1999-04-12
LMC-8 05:25:09.40 -69:47:54.00 4X400s 2X500s 1999-03-12
LMC-9 05:20:20.30 -69:15:12.00 4X400s 2X500s 1999-04-13
LMC-14 05:34:44.40 -70:25:07.00 4X500s 4X500s 1997-05-13
TABLE 2
PHOTOMETRY OF MICROLENSING SOURCE STARS
Event V V − I
LMC-1 19.782± 0.003 1.167± 0.004
LMC-4 21.331± 0.008 0.502± 0.009
LMC-5 21.016± 0.096 0.677± 0.122
LMC-6 20.041± 0.004 0.471± 0.007
LMC-7 21.993± 0.013 0.672± 0.022
LMC-8 20.195± 0.004 0.203± 0.009
LMC-9a 21.137± 0.007 0.991± 0.011
LMC-9b 21.250± 0.008 1.002± 0.012
LMC-14 19.467± 0.002 0.106± 0.004
